
Memories of the Warsaw Ghetto 
SYNOPSIS
Told through the memories and drawings of little 
Genio and narrated by family friend, Bernard Bragg, 
Memories of the Warsaw Ghetto is a docudrama 
film about a boyhood resident of that Ghetto. 
Deafened early in World War II, Genio and his 
family struggle to survive persecution in Nazi 
occupied Poland. Behind the Ghetto wall, they find 
a community of people who refuse to let the 
Germans strip them of their identity. A community 
that keeps their culture, their family, and their love 
alive. But the Germans are determined to destroy 
them, and their determination is deadly.

As it follows the fortunes of the Bergman family, 
Memories of the Warsaw Ghetto sheds light on the 
unique combination of misery and thriving cultural 
life characteristic of the Warsaw Ghetto. It also pays 
homage to the heroism of its teenage fighters.

Directed by Alexander Genievsky
Written by Dr. Eugene Bergman  
                 & Alexander Genievsky
ASL narrator:  Bernard Bragg
Production company:  Tonal Vision LLC

Total play time:  63 minutes
NTSC; no region encoding
Language: English
English Open Captions
Web site:  http://www.warsawghettothefilm.com

CONTACTS
Jacqueline Greff
Tonal Vision LLC
1607 Lancaster St., 
Baltimore, MD 21231
Jacquie@TonalVision.com
410-675-0591

Eugene Bergman, Ph.D.
Eecbergman@aol.com

Alexander Genievsky
AGenievsky@aol.com 
VP phone: 240-920-0101

Frank Tybush, Assistant Director
Frank@TonalVision.com

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
• Seattle Deaf Film Festival: 2016 Official Selection
• Hong Kong International Deaf Film Festival: 2016 

Official Selection, Certificate of Appreciation 
Ministry of Culture

• Direct Short Online Film Festival (15 min. short): 
2016 Official Selection

• Pavlovsk LCV Deaf College Arts Festival: 2015 
Official Selection

• DC Peer Award, Bronze 2015 - Docudrama (under 
$50K)

• Direct Short and Documentary Film Festival: 2015 
Official Selection

• Move Me Productions Belgium Short Film Festival 
(15 min. short version of film): 2016 Official 
Selection
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LONGER SYNOPSIS
Memories of the Warsaw Ghetto is a docudrama based on a screenplay by a survivor of that 
Ghetto, Dr. Eugene Bergman.  Many books and films about the Holocaust emphasize the Nazi's 
persecution and mass murder of millions of Europe's Jews.  "Memories of the Warsaw Ghetto" 
is a more positive story of the struggle of a people to retain their humanity, culture and dignity in 
spite of these horrors.

The film opens with three boys playing in a street in Poland.  One swings a stick, striking a piece 
of wood that sails far into the air, hitting a soldier.  “Damned kike, spawn of hell!”  The soldier 
swings his rifle butt, hitting young Genio in the head, causing permanent deafness.  So begins 
young Genio’s experience of one of the darkest times in human history.

The narration is documented with stills and archival footage. It is interwoven with reenactments 
and live scenes focusing on the experiences of Eugene’s family and his uncle Borys. The father 
becomes a smuggler. A brother joins the underground. Borys becomes a policeman, falls in 
love, and undergoes a crisis of conscience. Their fates reflect the rise and fall of the Ghetto.

The central theme of this film is that the Warsaw Ghetto was not just a charnelhouse but the site 
of a rich and thriving cultural life of its inhabitants. Inside that thronged and walled-in enclave, so 
long as they did not die of starvation and the cold, the Ghettoites tried to preserve the rich 
cultural and spiritual values of Judaism. There were concerts, literary evenings, at least half a 
dozen theaters offering a variety of plays, choral ensembles, and ballet performances. There 
was even a Jewish symphony orchestra. There was also a ramified system of underground 
university classes.

Finally, the film deals with the Ghetto Uprising of 1943, the first armed revolt in Nazi-occupied 
Europe, and the remarkable young people who took part in it. The enormous physical stresses 
they lived under only strengthened their spirit.  To fight was their last desire in life.

CAST & CREW
Director Alexander Genievsky is a Russian-born US citizen, who 
received his BA degree in directing film from the St. Petersburg State 
Theatre Arts Academy, St. Petersburg, Russia, and his MFA degree 
few years later at B.V. Shukin Higher Theater School at E. B. 
Vakhtangov Theatre Academy in Moscow.  At the age of 21, while 
performing military service in Afghanistan, Mr. Genievsky lost his 
hearing.  Alex joined the world of independent film in 2010-2011 
when he directed and produced the film The Gift, which was shown 
at a number of film festivals internationally.  Alex is currently 
President and Artistic Director of the Deaf arts nonprofit organization 
Universal Sign Entertainment.
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Principal Author, Dr. Eugene Bergman, a deaf Holocaust surviver, 
has written extensively about his experiences as a deaf person and 
survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto.  He is the author of “A Morning in 
the Ghetto,” Midstream, March/April 2008, and Survival Artist: A 
Memoir of the Holocaust (Jefferson, NC: McFarland Publ.), 2009.  
He is the co-author of Tales From a Clubroom (San Diego: 
DawnSign Press, 2006); Angels and Outcasts (Washington, DC: 
Gallaudet University Press, 1988); Lessons in Laughter (Gallaudet 
University Press, 1989).

Producer/Production Manager Jacqueline Greff is co-owner of the 
video and music production company, Tonal Vision LLC, with her 
husband Kraig.  Jacquie has her MA in Producing Film & Video from 
American University and a law degree from the University of 
Maryland.  She got to knowAlex when she worked with him on The 
Gift.  Prior to Tonal Vision, Jacquie earned a BA in Chemistry and an 
MBA then spent 21 years at Procter & Gamble in Research & 
Development.

Bernard Bragg, a long-
time friend of Dr. Bergman, is the well-known 
performer, playwright, mime, director, writer, artist, 
painter, and a founder of the National Theater of the 
Deaf.  He has acted in numerous plays on stage, 
including Broadway and TV.  He presented solo 
improvisational mime acts at San Francisco 
nightclubs and at the famed Second City Theater in 
Chicago.  Bernard was Artist-in-residence at various 
periods in his life at the Russian Theater of Mimicry 
and Gesture, the 
National Technical 
Institute for the Deaf, 

and Gallaudet University, where he received an honorary 
doctorate.  More recently, he starred in a one-man show, “Theater 
in the Sky”. That 14-city nationwide tour touched the four corners 
of the country.

Composer Kraig B. Greff, co-owner of Tonal Vision LLC, is an 
accomplished piano, organ and accordionist who has made a 
name for himself in the studio, in colleges and on the road, 
working with some of the best, from the Baltimore Symphony 
Orchestra to Diana Ross to Barry White.  In addition to being Tonal 
Vision’s lead composer and audio engineer, Kraig is the Musical 
Director of The Crawdaddies, a popular roots rock/zydeco/blues 
band.
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Assistant Director/Graphic Designer Frank L Tybush V is Tonal 
Vision’s Creative Director.  Willed into existence some years 
past, Frank quickly realized he needed to fill his life with 
constant creations. He’s a sometimes author, sometimes 
photographer, sometimes musician, sometimes sculpture, and 
an all-the-time artist. He takes his soul-encompassing passion 
to push himself, and puts that into his work.
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PHOTOS

Above:  Young “Genio” (Wesley Brown) at the start of the film

Below:  Dr. Eugene Bergman at the Baltimore Holocaust Memorial Park
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Above: Director Alexander Genievsky addresses the actors before a shoot.
To the left are Assistant Director, Frank L Tybush V, and Production Manager,
Jacqueline Greff.  To the right is Sign Language Interpreter Becca Souder.
Because both the writer, Gene Bergman, and the Director, Alex Genievsky,
were deaf, all shoots and edit sessions required an interpreter.

Below:  Some of the cast and crew (left to right):  Elizabeth Tybush,  
Frank Tybush, Jacquie Greff, Wesley Brown, Scott Brown, Alex Genievsky, 
Gene Bergman and Sabrina Bergman. 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Above: Bronek Bergman, the other living family member who escaped the 
Ghetto tells of his experiences during a visit to the US Holocaust Memorial 
Museum, Washington, DC

Below: Genio and his family are welcomed by his grandparents into their new home
in the Warsaw Ghetto.  Left to right:  mother (Veronica Downes), grandfather 
(David Berkenbilt), Genio (Wesley Brown), father (Phil Piruzzi Filsoof), grandmother
(Mary Suib), brother Dadek (David Phillip Carollo), brother Bronek (Alec Weinberg),
and Uncle Borys (James Radack). 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Above:  In the Ghetto, Genio (Wesley Brown) takes language lessons from his tutor 
(Bernie Cohen)

Below:  A still from the “nightclub scene” - left to right: Patron (Kelly Hutchison) and
patron/dancer (Joshua Malave) sit at the first table.  Smuggler (Frank L Tybush V), 
German soldier (Kevin R. Sidenstricker), and smuggler (Steve Woodka) sit at the 
second table.  Dancers (Valerie Henry and John D. Curd, Jr.) are partly visible at the 
third table.  At the front right, entertainer Hanna Perlman (Christie Starley) walks onto 
the stage.  Behind Hanna are the violinist (Janet Kuperstein), the accordionist 
(Kraig B. Greff) and another patron (Alex Nemiorovsky). 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Above:  Uncle Borys (James Radack) visits his parents (David Berkenbilt and 
Mary Suib) who are in hiding after a German raid.

Below:  Director Alex Genievsky coaches the “corpse” (Scott Brown) and 
German soldiers (Juan Carrera and Ed Klein) while Kerry Wecht interprets.
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Above: Genio’s older brother Dadek (David Phillip Carollo) is interrupted by a
Polish policeman (Michael Pierce) as he attempts to convince Borys (James
Radack) to join the movement.

Below:  After the family escapes and are reunited, Genio’s father (Phil Piruzzi Filsoof), 
and brother Dadek (David Phillip Carollo) are executed by German soldiers
(Ed Klein and Larry Curran). 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FAQs
Q. What was the historical setting of the film?
In 1940, Warsaw’s population was 1,200,000 out of whom 400,000 were Jewish.  During World 
War II, the Germans established the Warsaw Ghetto, along with others through Europe, and 
ordered that one-third mass of humanity to be crammed into what was less than 5 percent of the 
city’s area and encircled with a 10 feet high wall topped with broken glass.  Many starved or 
died of disease.  Then, in 1942, deportations to the death camps began. Everywhere, cowering 
men, women and children guarded by German sentries were taken to the Umschlagplatz, the 
place from where trains with Jews departed for the gas chambers of Treblinka.

Q. Why did you make this film?
Dr. Eugene Bergman, “Gene” to us, is a survivor of the Holocaust.  After receiving a blow to his 
head by a German soldier’s rifle, nine-year-old Gene’s life changed forever.  He woke up without 
the ability to hear.  Gene survived and brought with him an incredible story of life behind the 
walls of the Warsaw Ghetto.  A story that is more than the atrocities of the war.  It is a story of 
hope.  Of how despite the lack of space, food, access to established institutions, and constant 
degradation and abuse at the hand of the German occupiers, the Jewish people of the Warsaw 
Ghetto found a way to hang on to their culture, honor and dignity.  Gene, who is now in his 80’s, 
remembers the great challenges and human strengths of that time not to be forgotten.

Q. This is not a typical Holocaust story of death?
No, in many ways this is the story of the triumph of the spirit in spite of dire circumstances.  The 
Jews imprisoned in the Warsaw Ghetto hungered to preserve the Jewish spiritual, cultural, and 
moral values.  The half dozen or so theaters were unheated and poorly lighted and the audience 
wore overcoats to keep warm.  But still the seats were full.  The clandestine classrooms 
overflowed with young people hungry for learning.  The public avidly read underground news 
sheets.  Despite everything, culture flourished in the Ghetto.

Q. Who were Gene’s heroes?
Gene remembers best those beautiful Jewish youths who revolted against the Germans.  The 
Jewish Ghetto Uprising began in January 1943.  In April, three thousand soldiers and police with 
tanks and artillery surrounded the Ghetto and tried to break in.  Fighting against them were only 
about 500 Jewish fighters, 17 to 23 years old, and all the weapons they had were handguns, old 
rifles, and incendiary bottles. Yet it took the Nazis more than two months to suppress Jewish 
resistance, longer than it took them to conquer Poland and West Europe.  The Ghetto revolt was 
the first armed revolt in German-occupied Europe.

Q. How did the principals of the film come together?
Gene has been deaf since his childhood in Nazi-occupied Poland.  He shares much common 
background with Director Alex Genievsky, a Russian-born filmmaker who lost his hearing during 
the war in Afghanistan.  Alex brought Jacquie Greff into the project because they had previously 
worked together on an independent film, "The Gift", which has been shown in film festivals in 7 
different countries.  
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Q. How was the film financed?
Start-up and filming of the scenes for the trailer were funded by friends and family of Dr. Eugene 
Bergman.  Docs in Progress of Washington, DC was the film’s fiscal sponsor, and a large 
number of donors gave generously during an Indiegogo campaign and in response to personal 
requests.  Filming locations were donated by Gallaudet University and the Hearing & Speech 
Agency of Baltimore.  Tonal Vision donated its equipment and studio, as well as the time of its 
owners Jacquie and Kraig Greff.  Most actors and voice talent donated their time, although a 
few asked for expense reimbursement.  All ASL interpreters donated their time.

Q. What was the most difficult part of making this film?
Filming a period piece on an ultra-low budget is challenging.  Thanks to Gallaudet University, 
who donated their green screen TV studio, we were able to shoot all the period scenes against 
a green background, which would allow us to edit in backgrounds later.  However, it was 
impossible to obtain the huge variety of historically accurate backgrounds we needed, so we 
opted instead for artist recreations by Tonal Vision artists Frank Tybush and Daniela Sambataro.  
These backgrounds were modeled after designs by artist Claire Bergman, Gene Bergman's 
wife.  We also couldn't afford many of the archival film clips we wanted, but Wikimedia 
Commons had lots of excellent photos, which we really appreciated.

Q. Is this primarily a film for deaf audiences?
This is the story of a boy who lost his hearing and most of his family due to Nazi atrocities, so 
down-playing the influence of being deaf and deaf culture in Dr. Bergman’s life would trivialize 
his story.  However, the team of filmmakers, actors, interpreters and supporters who gave 
liberally of their time and resources to make this film were mostly not deaf.  They felt this 
message was too important for a limited audience.  As a result of this unusual partnership of 
deaf and hearing, sign language interpreters were needed at every meeting, shoot and edit 
session.  The finished documentary is an art film that blends eloquent ASL signing, reenacted 
historical vignettes, professional narration and beautiful original music reminiscent of the period.
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FULL PRODUCTION CREDITS
DIRECTED BY
Alexander Genievsky

WRITTEN BY
Dr. Eugene Bergman 
Alexander Genievsky

CAST
Dr. Eugene Bergman ..... as himself
Wesley Brown ….. Genio (Eugene Bergman) as a boy
Bernard Bragg ….. ASL narrator
James Radack ….. Genio's Uncle Borys
Veronika Downes ….. Genio's mother, Sara
Phil Piruzzi Filsoof ….. Genio's father
Mary Suib ….. Genio's grandmother
David Berkenbilt ….. Genio's grandfather
Kelly Hutchison ..... Marysia Eizenstadt
David Phillip Carollo ….. Genio's brother, Dadek
Alec Weinberg ….. Genio's brother Bronek as a boy
Bronek Bergman ….. Genio's brother Bronek today
Mat Edelson ..... voice of Dr. Eugene Bergman
Thomas Olson ….. voice of Bernard Bragg

CAST: SOLDIERS & POLICE
Ed Klein ..... German Soldier
Larry Curran ..... German Soldier
Juan Carrera ..... German Soldier
Henry Hickerson ..... German Soldier
Kevin R. Sidenstricker ..... German Soldier, nightclub
Lew Diuguid ..... German Soldier, Treblinka train
Juan Carrera ..... Jewish Policeman
Michael Pierce ..... Polish policeman

ADDITIONAL CAST, IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
David Heath Blake ….. boy playing sticks with Genio
Theo Halligan ….. boy playing sticks with Genio 
Alexander Genievsky ….. felon 
Ryan Sellers ….. young man accosted by felon 
Bernie Cohen ….. Genio's tutor 
Steve Woodka ….. Abram Rubinstajn, mad clown of the Ghetto 
Frank Tybush ….. man in Ghetto donating money 
Kelly Hutchison …. woman in Ghetto donating food 
Kevin Sidenstricker ….. man in Ghetto donating cigarette 
Juan Eloy Carrera ….. German soldier 
David Phillip Carollo ….. man in Ghetto selling gold tooth 
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Peter Muggleworth ….. Polish man buying gold tooth 
Skyler Jenkins ….. man without ID trying to leave Ghetto 
Steve Woodka ….. man coming into Ghetto 
Zach Steffey ….. man leaving Ghetto 
Steve Izant ….. David Eizenstadt, Marysia's father 
Ron Northcraft ….. the snatcher 
Maria Callier ….. Ghetto woman hitting the snatcher 
Peter Balcke ….. Ghetto man pulling on the snatcher 
Pam Balcke ….. Ghetto man pulling on the snatcher 
Christie Starley ….. Hanna Perlman, entertainer 
Joshua Malave ….. young male dancer 
Kraig Greff ….. accordionist 
Janet Kuperstein ….. violinist 
Valerie Henry ….. mature female dancer 
John D. Curd, Jr. ….. mature male dancer 
Yalda Moslehian ….. waitress 
Steve Woodka ….. smuggler 
Frank Tybush ….. smuggler 
Afnan Lieb ….. young female dancer 
Alex Nemirovsky ….. night club patron 
Kelly Hutchinson ….. escort lady 
Deborah Sapolsky ….. housewife 
Ron Northcraft ….. Ghetto man in column
Michael Pierce ….. Ghetto man in column
Maria Callier ….. Ghetto woman in column
Petra Smeltzer ….. Ghetto woman in column
Kim Shapiro ….. Ghetto woman in column
Eugene Bergman ….. Ghetto man in column
Daniela Sambataro ….. Ghetto woman in column
Gizan Glyer ….. Ghetto man in column
Christie Starley ….. woman leaving Ghetto 
Herbert Moscoso ….. funeral man 
Dillin Olshonsky ….. funeral man 
Scott Brown ….. "corpse" 
Sonas Swerholt ….. neighbor who is shot

PRODUCED BY
Jacqueline Greff
Dr. Eugene Bergman 
Alexander Genievsky

MUSIC BY
Kraig B. Greff

CASTING BY
Carol W. Davis, LLC, Independent Casting Services
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PRODUCTION MANAGER
Jacqueline Greff

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Frank Tybush

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
Jacqueline Greff ..... videographer
Frank Tybush ….. videographer 
Kraig Greff ….. field recordist 
Elizabeth Tybush ….. videographer & audio assistant 
Kim Shapiro ….. videographer 
Bonnie Kasperek ….. videographer 
Christie Wagner ….. production assistant 
Valerie Henry ..... choreographer

COSTUMES, WARDROBE & PROPS
Alexander Genievsky ..... coordination & props
Dr. Eugene Bergman ..... props
Larry Curran ..... props
Jacqueline Greff ..... props
Frank & Elizabeth Tybush ..... props
Ethan Sinnott ..... costumes & props assistance
Jacob Fisher ..... props assistance
Brian Dettling, Stage Armament Solutions ..... armorer
Kim Shapiro ..... costume design & props
Margo Harvey ..... costume design

MUSIC & SOUND DEPARTMENT
Kraig Greff ..... narration recordist, music composer, sound designer, 

music & sound editor, keyboards & accordion
Christopher Huntington ..... guitar
Dan Hones ..... bass

POST-PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
Jacqueline Greff ….. coordinator, lead Final Cut editor, lead After Effects editor 
Claire Bergman ….. lead artist & design consulting 
Frank Tybush ….. graphic design, background designs, Final Cut editor 
Daniela Sambataro ….. animations & background design 
Lindsey Nixon ….. Final Cut editor Kim Shapiro ….. Final Cut editor
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SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Sabrina Bergman ….. lead ASL interpreter 
Diane Chambers ….. ASL interpreter 
Alexandra Day (Anita Pearlmutter Nilmodian) ….. ASL interpreter 
Katie Evans ….. ASL interpreter 
Courtney Nimersheim ….. ASL interpreter 
Becca Souder ….. ASL interpreter 
Juliana Vadala ….. ASL interpreter 
Michelle Walsh ….. ASL interpreter 
Heather Watson ….. ASL interpreter 
Kerry Wecht ….. ASL interpreter 
Erin Welsh …… ASL interpreter
Jennifer West ….. ASL interpreter

FILMING LOCATIONS
Gallaudet University Green Screen TV Studio 
Tonal Vision 
Hearing & Speech Agency of Baltimore
Baltimore Holocaust Memorial Park
Baltimore Inner Harbor
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC


